H/D exchange under mild conditions in arenes and unactivated alkanes with C_6D_6 and D_2O using rigid, electron-rich iridium PCP pincer complexes†
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The synthesis and characterization of an iridium polyhydride complex (Ir-H_4) supported by an electron-rich PCP framework is described. This complex readily loses molecular hydrogen allowing for rapid room temperature hydrogen isotope exchange (HIE) at the hydridic positions and the z-C–H site of the ligand with deuterated solvents such as benzene-d_6, toluene-d_8 and THF-d_8. The removal of 1–2 equivalents of molecular H_2 forms unsaturated iridium carbene trihydride (Ir-H_3) or monohydride (Ir-H) compounds that are able to create further unsaturation by reversibly transferring a hydride to the ligand carbene carbon. These species are highly active hydrogen isotope exchange (HIE) catalysts using C_6D_6 or D_2O as deuterium sources for the deuteration of a variety of substrates. By modifying conditions to influence the Ir-H speciation, deuteration levels can range from near exhaustive to selective only for sterically accessible sites. Preparative level deuterations of select substrates were performed allowing for procurement of >95% deut erated compounds in excellent isolated yields; the catalyst can be regenerated by treatment of residues with H_2 and is still active for further reactions.

Introduction

Metal-catalyzed hydrogen isotope exchange (HIE) is a key fundamental process for preparing isotopically labeled organic compounds necessary for studying reaction mechanisms and biological metabolic processes. Since the seminal work on homogeneous HIE by Garnett and Hodges as well as Shilov and co-workers, advances in analytical biology and chemistry have created an ever growing demand for deuterium and tritium labeled molecules. Consequently, an important body of research devoted to studying the homogeneously catalyzed exchange of hydrogen and deuterium atoms (H/D exchange) has developed over the last 25 years. Pioneering work by the Bergman group on pentamethycyclopentadienyl supported iridium hydrides demonstrated low temperature C–H activation and it was subsequently shown that H/D exchange by cationic iridium complexes occurred under relatively mild conditions using C_6D_6 as a deuterium source. Most of these transformations involved selective deuterium incorporation into arene substrates with only a handful of catalysts capable of H/D exchange on unactivated alkane substrates under more forcing conditions.

Tridentate “pincer” ligands have played a prominent role in homogeneous catalysis. For example, polyhydridic pincer complexes of the late transition metals (particularly Ru and Ir) are known to be exemplary alkane dehydrogenation reduction catalysts, but recent work has demonstrated their promise as competent catalysts for promoting homogeneous H/D exchange. Leitner, Milstein and co-workers were the first to show that a Ru based PNP polyhydride, Chart 1, could use C_6D_6 or D_2O for arene deuteration at 50 °C. Shortly after, Zhou and Hartwig revealed that the aliphatic iridium PCP polyhydride could be used as a pre-catalyst to efficiently perform H/D exchange between olefins and C_6D_6 at room temperature without isomerization. Following these reports, PNP and PCP (IV) complexes synthesized by Grubbs and Wendt, respectively, were also tested as HIE mediators. The iridium dihydride species III was able to selectively deuterate aromatic compounds and silanes, while the cyclohexyl-based PCP complex IV was found to successfully deuterate arenes and to a limited extent Csp^3–H sites, albeit at elevated temperatures of 150 °C.

Design elements of the ligands II/IV and III have been incorporated into a family of PCP ligands V introduced by our group and also explored by others. An attractive feature of these ligands is their ability to assume PCsp^3-P or PCarbene forms by the addition or removal of a hydrogen atom from the
anchoring carbon of the pincer framework. This has precedence in the ligands II and IV but in the aryl-linked PCP systems V (and the related benzothiophene-based system VI) this is potentially more controllable because of the lack of β-hydrogens in the PCP linker framework, and through manipulation of the electronic properties of the ligand via substitution on the aryl linkers and/or rigidification of the ligand via additional linking of the backbone aryl groups. With these two structural levers, a library of PCP ligands has been prepared and a substantial range of νCO values has been found for [(PCcarbeneP)IrCO]+ species. We have shown that the rate of addition of N2O to the C=Ir bond can therefore be tuned substantially. Furthermore, the rigidification of the ligand tends to favor the PCcarbeneP form of the ligand vs. the PCsp3P form, while also providing greater protection against C–C bond cleavage reactions that destroy the integrity of the ligand in unlinked systems akin to V. The ability of the carbon atom in these PCP pincers to engage in ligand cooperativity has been exploited in hydrogen,35,46 silane47–49 and other small molecule activations in various systems. Furthermore, in polyhydridic systems, the dibenzylic hydrogen is actively involved in exchange with the metal hydrides,34,35 increasing the “hydrogen capacity” of these compounds relative to other (for example PNP) polyhydridic pincer complexes and potentially providing new pathways for catalysis.

In both the parent, unsubstituted, unlinked system V,53 and that incorporating the benzothiophene-based ligand VI,46 the Ir polyhydride is only stable under an atmosphere of dihydrogen but it was observed that slow H/D exchange in the sterically exposed C–H bonds of the ligand aryl backbone occurred in C6D6. We hypothesized that a more electron rich system would accelerate this process and indeed, the linked dihydroanthracene PCP ligand framework fitted with electron donating dimethylamino groups para to the PCP carbon (bottom of Chart 1) supports a stable, isolable polyhydride species Ir-H4 (Chart 1). While stable as a solid, this complex readily loses molecular hydrogen in solution to give species that are highly active HIE catalysts at low loadings and under mild conditions. Both C6D6 and D2O can be used as deuterium sources and selectivity can be modulated to some extent by controlling the catalyst speciation.

### Results and discussion

#### Synthesis and characterization of iridium PCP pincer polyhydride Ir-H4

Using methodology established previously,46,54 the iridium PCP pincer complex Ir-OH was prepared by heating the previously...
reported Ir-Cl\textsuperscript{4} to 120 °C in toluene with an excess of CsOH for 24 hours (Scheme 1, red arrows). The resulting brown solution was filtered through Celite® and a brown powder was isolated in 80% yield after removing all volatiles in \textit{vacuo}. The \textit{Ir-ClOH} complex displays a characteristic –OH triplet (\(J_{\text{HP}} = 3.8\) Hz) at 3.62 ppm in the \(^{1}H\) NMR spectrum as well as a singlet in the \(^{31}P\) \(^{1}H\) NMR at 51.9 ppm. The presence of an iridium-carbene moiety was indicated by a triplet signal at 196.0 ppm (\(J_{\text{CP}} = 2.2\) Hz) in the \(^{13}C\)\(^{1}H\) NMR spectrum.

Dissolving \textit{Ir-ClOH} in benzene and exposing it to 4 atm of H\textsubscript{2} gas for 3 hours resulted in a color change from dark reddish-brown to yellow-orange. The \(^{31}P\)\(^{1}H\) NMR spectrum for the solution exhibited a single peak at 56.5 ppm and upon solvent removal a brown residue was formed. This residue was then stirred in \(\eta\)-pentane under 1 atm of H\textsubscript{2} for 20 minutes producing a beige powder, \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}}, that was isolated in 98% yield following the removal of all volatiles in \textit{vacuo}. Alternatively, we found stirring the precursor \textit{Ir-Cl} with NaOH (10 eq.) under H\textsubscript{2} gas (4 atm) in benzene for 3 hours produced a similar red-orange solution (Scheme 1, blue arrow). Following filtration through a pad of Celite®, the solution was stirred for 20 minutes under H\textsubscript{2} gas. All volatiles were removed in \textit{vacuo} and a beige powder was again isolated in 94% yield. Compared to the parent orthophenylene V\textsuperscript{V} (Chart 1) and the benzothiophene-based ligand congener VI,\textsuperscript{45} which both could not be isolated due to decomposition via loss of H\textsubscript{2} under vacuum, complex \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} is remarkably stable as a solid and can be stored indefinitely at room temperature under an inert atmosphere.

Given the lack of crystallographic data concerning the iridium hydrides in \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}}, we turned to criteria developed by Halpern and co-workers\textsuperscript{35} to shed some light on what form the \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} species in solution. While it is typically difficult to unambiguously categorize the hydride bonding mode for these complexes, we were able to rule out the possibility that \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} is a “non-classical” Ir\textsuperscript{v} bis-dihydrogen species (Scheme 2). The \(T_{1}\) (min) relaxation for the hydridic nuclei of \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} in methycyclohexane-\(d_{14}\) (Fig. S1†) was found to be 186 ms at 600 MHz (\(10^\circ\) C \(\pm\) 0.5 °C), approximately 155 ms when adjusting to a 500 MHz field strength. These values are comparable to those obtained for other PCP pincer polyhydride complexes reported by Heinekey,\textsuperscript{56} Wendt\textsuperscript{44} and us;\textsuperscript{35} a collection of comparative data is given in Table S1.† These data point to an equilibrating mixture of a “classical” Ir\textsuperscript{v} tetrahydride and the “intermediate” Ir\textsuperscript{m} dihydrogen–dihydride isomers shown —CH\textsubscript{3} groups attached to the carbon backbone linker. The \(^{13}C\) \(^{1}H\) NMR also corroborates the formation of \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} showing the loss of the carbene triplet associated with the \textit{Ir-Cl} and \textit{Ir-ClOH} complexes and the presence of a signal at 21.0 ppm coupling to the \(\alpha\)-C–H proton at 5.52 ppm in the \(^{1}H\)–\(^{13}C\) HSQC spectrum.

Crystals of the compound were obtained by slowly cooling a supersaturated solution of \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} in isopropanol from 50 °C to 20 °C and crystallographic analysis corroborates the solution data described above. The hydrogen atoms associated with the metal center were located from the Fourier map but low accuracy in \textit{Ir-H} and H–H distances preclude conclusions concerning their arrangement as hydride or dihydrogen ligands. The data show the anchoring \(\alpha\)-carbon (C1 in Fig. 1) is pyramidalized (the sum of the angles about C1 is 335.2(8)°), and the central 6 membered ring containing this \(\alpha\)-carbon has also adopted a “boat”–like conformation. The sp\textsuperscript{3} hybridization of the \(\alpha\)-carbon is also indicated by the central Ir1–C1 bond length of 2.184(5) Å which is similar to other sp\textsuperscript{3} hybridized Ir–C bonds we have observed with these NR2 substituted ligand frameworks\textsuperscript{44,45} and lengthened significantly from the values of 1.93 Å seen in PC\textsubscript{carbene}P complexes of this ligand.\textsuperscript{44}

Fig. 1 Thermal ellipsoid diagram of \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}} (ellipsoids drawn to 50% probability; all hydrogen atoms except H, H1, HA, HB and HC have been omitted for clarity). Selected metrical data for \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}}: bond distances (Å); Ir1–C1, 2.186(5); Ir1–P1, 2.2703(16); Ir1–P2, 2.2786(16), C1–C2, 1.496(8); C1–C14, 1.519(8). Bond angles (°); P1–Ir1–P2, 163.45(5); Ir1–C1–C2, 112.9(4); Ir1–C1–C14, 112.0(4); C2–C1–C14, 110.2(5).
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Scheme 1 Synthetic routes to iridium PCP polyhydride \textit{Ir-H\textsubscript{4}}.
in Scheme 2. The experimental $T_1$ of 155 ms is somewhat lower than the calculated $T_1$ value of 203 ms calculated from the parameters obtained from the M06 density functional theory (DFT) optimized structure of $\text{Ir-H}_4$, suggesting a significant contribution from any or all of the dihydrogen–dihydride isomers, which also can be optimized using DFT and give rise to $T_1$ values of $\approx 15$ ms using the Halpern methodologies. Significantly, the non-classical bis-dihydride structure could not be optimized by DFT, suggesting that this formally Ir(I) isomer is not favored with this electron rich pincer ligand and does not contribute to the speciation of $\text{Ir-H}_4$ in solution.

Another key metric in this family of compounds is the averaged $J_{\text{H-H}}$ coupling constant in the $\text{Ir-H}_4$ tetrahydride. For $\text{Ir-H}_4$, this species is trivially prepared by dissolving 203 ms calculated from the $\text{Ir-H}_4$ in $\text{C}_6\text{D}_6$ and stirring for 15 minutes at room temperature (vide infra), removing the solvent and redissolving the sample in methylcyclohexane-$d_{14}$. All four iridium hydrides and the benzylic position on the ligand are rapidly deuterated under these conditions, but by halting before full deuteration, the residual hydride resonance in methylcyclohexane-$d_{14}$ at $-10.25$ ppm displays a resolved seven line pattern with an average observed $J_{\text{H-D}}$ of $3.1 \pm 0.1$ Hz when collected at $50$ °C (Fig. S2†). This coupling correlates to an approximately average H–H atomic distance of $1.02–1.25$ Å (Table S1†), and is consistent with equilibrating classical tetrahydride (H–H $> 1.2$ Å) and intermediate dihydrogen (H–H $\approx 1.0–1.2$ Å) dihydride structures (Table S1†) as depicted in Scheme 2. Unlike the related system based on IV, attempts to freeze out the exchange between the isomers of the latter and/or the equilibrium between the two via variable temperature $^1\text{H}^{[31\text{P}]}$ NMR spectroscopy on $\text{Ir-H}_4$ in methylcyclohexane-$d_{14}$ showed no decoalescence of the hydride resonance to temperatures as low as $-110$ °C (Fig. S3†). This indicates a lower energetic barrier for hydride exchange than the estimated $8.7$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ at $-70$ °C reported by Wendt et al. in the system IV. Indeed, M06 DFT calculations indicate the potential energy surface for postulated tetrahydride and dihydrogen–dihydride complexes is relatively flat with an energy range of $< 2$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ between these four structures (Scheme 2). For the full covalent $\text{Ir-H}$ bonds, the distances are $\approx 1.6$ Å. In the dihydrogen–dihydride structures, the dihydrogen distances are $\approx 0.85$ Å, which are only slightly stretched compared to free H$_2$. The barriers are $< 12$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ for conversion between tetrahydride and dihydrogen–dihydride complexes. The transition-state distances for the forming H–H bonds are $\approx 1.1$ Å. Overall, these DFT thermodynamic and kinetic estimates suggest that all intermediate and classical structures are accessible in solution and the spectroscopically observed complex lies within the dihydrogen–dihydride tetrahydride continuum. While the benzylic hydrogen on the C$_{sp^3}$ carbon of the ligand certainly exchanges with the four iridium hydrogens rapidly on the chemical timescale, the two peaks only undergo slight broadening at temperatures below which loss of H$_2$ and conversion to other species ensues (vide infra). Line shape analysis to probe the barrier was not possible with the spectral data available in this system, unlike that of IV.†

**Solution behavior of $\text{Ir-H}_4$**

While $\text{Ir-H}_4$ is quite stable in the solid state, evidence exists for reversible loss of H$_2$ in solution (Scheme 3). When dilute solutions in benzene were exposed to vacuum, the pale-yellow color darkened slowly to a maroon-tinged hue. Readmission of H$_2$ gas to the vessel gave back the yellow solution; monitoring this transformation by NMR spectroscopy indicated that the maroon solution was essentially spectroscopically identical to the yellow solutions of $\text{Ir-H}_4$. However, when heating solutions of $\text{Ir-H}_4$ to $80$ °C under a static vacuum and monitoring by NMR spectroscopy, other resonances became apparent. In the $^1\text{H}$ NMR spectrum, a new resonance at $2.71$ ppm in the NMe$_2$ region and a faint peak at $-10.30$ ppm were observed in about a $12 : 3$ ratio. In the $^{31}\text{P}^{[1\text{H}]}$ NMR spectrum, resonance at $66.4$ ppm grew in relative to that of $\text{Ir-H}_4$ at $56.5$ ppm (Scheme 3 and Fig. S4 and S5†). Cooling the sample resulted in loss of this
This maroon species was either the P(Csp3)P olefinic component or the P(CarBene)P Ir(I) phenyl complexes supported Ir(III) dihydride or Ir(III) trihydride, respectively. The 31P{1H} NMR spectra indicated that a third species with a resonance at 53.6 ppm was distinguishable by the 13C resonance of the P(CP) ligand, but because it was only endergonic by 5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) relative to Ir-H3, formation of the dihydrogen complex is required before 1,2-hydrogen shift from the ligand to Ir to form Ir-H4, which only requires a barrier of ~15 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). The Ir-H/Ir[H] structures are calculated to be 6.6 and 12.2 endergonic relative to Ir-H4. Overall, the thermodynamic and kinetic DFT calculations suggest that Ir-H3, Ir-H2, Ir-H, and Ir[H] structures are all viable. These compounds rapidly convert to Ir-H4 upon treatment with H2, with loss of C6H6. The speciation of the Ir-H3/Ir-H4 manifold was solidified as being mainly Ir-H3 by mixing isolated Ir-H4 and Ir-Ph in solution chemistry of Ir-H4. Energy units in dark red are kcal mol\(^{-1}\).
a ≈ 2 : 3 ratio in benzene; this experiment resulted in an equilibrium mixture of these two compounds along with about 40% \textbf{Ir-H}_3 which allowed us to acquire meaningful \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR data on the latter. Both are consistent with C\textsubscript{2v} symmetry and the presence of a PC\textsubscript{carbene}\textsuperscript{P} ligand. In the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectrum, no resonance in the region between 3 and 6 ppm consistent with the presence of an α-C(H)–Ir proton was observed, while a characteristic resonance at 245.0 ppm in the \textsuperscript{13}C\{\textsuperscript{1}H\} NMR spectrum is diagnostic of a carbene carbon. This signal correlated with the triplet integrating to 3 hydrogens at \textasciitilde{}10.12 ppm in the 2D \textsuperscript{1}H–\textsuperscript{13}C HMBC spectrum. At room temperature, the single resonance for the three hydrides in \textbf{Ir-H}_3 indicate they are in rapid exchange, presumably via a 1,2-hydride shift from the iridium to the carbene carbon, i.e., via \textbf{Ir-H}_2. The apparent thermodynamic preference for \textbf{Ir-H}_3 over \textbf{Ir-H}_2 in this system contrasts with observations reported by Wendt and co-workers,\textsuperscript{14,15} but these structures are very close in energy and in rapid exchange. DFT calculations using a variety of functionals (M06, wB97X-D, M11, and others) all indicate that the \textbf{Ir-H}_2 structure is slightly lower in energy than \textbf{Ir-H}_3, the methodology has limitations for distinguishing these types of isomers accurately.

**HIE with iridium polyhydrides \textbf{Ir-H}_n**

As briefly alluded to above, dissolution of \textbf{Ir-H}_4 into C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} (and indeed toluene-\textsubscript{d}_8 or THF-\textsubscript{d}_8) leads to the rapid deuteriation of the α-C(H)–Ir and \textbf{Ir-H} positions at 20 °C to form \textbf{Ir-D}_4 (Scheme 4a) and so it had to be characterized in deuterated cyclohexane or methylcyclohexane solvents which do not surrender deuteration at room temperature. Heating \textbf{Ir-H}_4 in C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} to 65 °C for 24 hours led to trace deuteriation of the ligand NMe\textsubscript{2} and iso-propyl methyl groups (Fig. S6†). Given the coordinative saturation of \textbf{Ir-H}_4, we hypothesized that hydrogen loss to form \textbf{Ir-H}_3 was required to initiate the HIE process. Indeed, mixing \textbf{Ir-H}_4 and \textbf{Ir-Ph} as described above to generate solutions enriched in \textbf{Ir-H}_3 leads to much higher deuteriation activity. Heating solutions of \textbf{Ir-H}_3/\textbf{Ir-H}_3/\textbf{Ir-Ph} (3 : 2 : 2) in C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} to 65 °C for 24 hours gave the three species essentially exhaustively deuteriated in the positions shown in Scheme 4b (Fig. S7†). Separate experiments showed that heating pure \textbf{Ir-Ph} under these conditions gave only 70% conversion to \textbf{Ir-Ph}\textsubscript{d}_8 after 24 hours and no deuteriation of the ligand NMe\textsubscript{2} or iso-propyl groups was observed (Fi. S8†), suggesting that \textbf{Ir-Ph} is not an effective HIE promoter in this system.

While the \textsuperscript{1}Pr groups are likely deuteriated via an intramolecular C–H activation, deuteriation of the more remote NMe\textsubscript{2} groups suggest that intermolecular catalytic deuteriation of other substrates under mild conditions might be possible. We chose \textit{meta}-xylene as a test substrate to evaluate the various iridium species as HIE catalysts due to the sterically varied aryl C–H bonds present, as well as the benzylic sp\textsuperscript{3} hybridized C–H bonds. The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 3. Solutions containing \textit{meta}-xylene and 1 mol% of either \textbf{Ir-H}_4 (argon, 1 atm), \textbf{Ir-H}_4 (static vacuum), \textbf{Ir-Ph} (argon, 1 atm) or \textbf{Ir-Ph} activated with D\textsubscript{2} gas (\textasciitilde{}1 equivalent) were heated to 50 °C in benzene-\textsubscript{d}_8 and monitored by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectroscopy. Each panel in Fig. 3 indicates the rate of loss of substrate protons as time progresses for a different C–H position in the substrate, as a function of the catalyst precursor employed (colored shapes). Cyclooctane was employed as an internal standard. As can be seen in panel a, none of the catalyst formulations deuterate the sterically encumbered 2 position of \textit{meta}-xylene at 50 °C; the other positions, however, are deuterated to varying degrees. In general, \textbf{Ir-H}_4 under argon and \textbf{Ir-Ph} behave similarly for deuteration of the C–H bonds in the benzylic, and aryl 4/5 positions, with moderate activity observed only for the sterically accessible aryl C–H bond in the 5 position. The catalyst systems which would be expected to generate \textbf{Ir-Ir-H}_3 (Scheme 3) or \textbf{Ir-H}_3/\textbf{Ir-H}_3, namely \textbf{Ir-Ph} plus D\textsubscript{2} (blue triangles) or \textbf{Ir-H}_4 under vacuum (green inverted triangles) fared much better, with the former able to almost completely deuterate \textit{meta}-xylene at all three positions under these mild conditions. Notably, when \textbf{Ir-H}_4 is simply exposed to vacuum (green triangles), there is an acceleration in the rate of deuteriation consistent with the slow formation of \textbf{Ir-H}_3 through loss of H\textsubscript{2} to the headspace, whereas when the active species is generated through activation of \textbf{Ir-Ph} with D\textsubscript{2}, a more typical first order time evolution is observed, further implicating \textbf{Ir-H}_3 as the active catalyst or catalyst precursor.

Since it was clear from the above experiments that \textbf{Ir-Ph} activated with D\textsubscript{2} gave the most active HIE catalyst, further optimization of conditions for this reaction were undertaken with this as a starting point (Table 1). Entries 1 and 2 reaffirm
that a catalyst is required, and that \textbf{Ir-Ph} itself is a poor catalyst with low activity. Entries 3–6 show that there is an optimal amount of added D\textsubscript{2} required to activate the catalyst of 1–3 equivalents. With excess D\textsubscript{2} (entry 7), activity drops off markedly, presumably because the iridium speciation is now essentially 100\% \textbf{Ir-D}_{4}, which (as shown in Fig. 3) is not active under these conditions. Raising the temperature 15 degrees to 65 °C (entries 8–12) leads to greater HIE activity; comparison of entry 4 with entry 10 underscores this observation. Even the difficult 2-position sees some deuteration at this stage. As entries 11 and 12 show, near exhaustive deuteration of the benzylic, 4/6 and 5 positions can be achieved at 65 °C, with 1 mol\% of \textbf{Ir-Ph} activated with 1.4 equivalents of D\textsubscript{2}; entry 12 uses double the amount of C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} in order to drive the deuteration in these positions to near completion.

In comparison to other PCP (and PNP) pincer catalysts\textsuperscript{31–34} for HIE reactions (Chart 1), the iridium systems described here appear to be more active under milder conditions. Furthermore, through manipulation of the speciation of the active \textbf{Ir-H}_{n} compounds, the selectivity of deuteration can also be to some extent controlled. Finally, given the stability of these systems to water, D\textsubscript{2}O can also be used as a deuterium source rather than

---

**Table 1** Optimization of conditions for exhaustive deuteration of \textit{meta}-xylene with C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>D\textsubscript{2} (mol%)</th>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Benzyl</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4/6</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>No cat.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>11 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>31 (53)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40 (23)</td>
<td>77 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>32 (55)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41 (23)</td>
<td>81 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>26 (45)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34 (19)</td>
<td>82 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>23 (39)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33 (19)</td>
<td>87 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>8 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (&lt;1)</td>
<td>70 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>69 (118)</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>77 (44)</td>
<td>88 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>89 (22)</td>
<td>13 (&lt;1)</td>
<td>91 (8)</td>
<td>89 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>94 (24)</td>
<td>27 (1)</td>
<td>95 (8)</td>
<td>95 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Optimization performed with \textit{meta}-xylene (0.38 mmol) and \textbf{Ir-Ph} (1 mol\%) in C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} (0.5 mL). D\textsubscript{2} gas was injected into 0.015 M solutions of \textbf{Ir-Ph} in C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} and stirred for 10 minutes prior to its addition to \textit{m}-xylene in C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} (0.25 mL). Conversion was measured via 1H NMR using cyclohexane as an internal standard.

\textsuperscript{b} Volume of C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6} increased to 1.0 mL.
The results of HIE with a number of substrates, under three sets of conditions are summarized in Fig. 4. Using the optimized conditions of entry 11 in Table 1 developed for meta-xylene, HIE for several substrates were examined (Fig. 4, black data). Deuterium incorporation was found to be quite high for several arene based substrates with unhindered Csp²–H positions in fluorobenzene, naphthalene, aniline and 2,6-lutidine being deuterated almost quantitatively. In the case of naphthalene even the less reactive bay positions were fully deuterated in contrast to III and IV, which required longer reaction times and higher temperatures to achieve even partial deuteration of these positions in naphthalene. More interestingly, typically less active Csp³–H positions were significantly deuterated in substrates such as THF, triethylamine, 2,6-lutidine and meta-xylene under very mild conditions with no sign of catalyst decomposition. This level of deuteration for the Csp³–H sites, along with precedents from previous systems, prompted further investigation into the deuteration of aliphatic hydrocarbons. Despite no detectable H/D exchange occurring between benzene-d₆ and cyclooctane at 50 °C the increased temperature of 65 °C resulted in mild deuteration of 9% after 24 hours which increased to 36% after 5 days. For n-heptane, deuteration of the terminal methyl groups was found to be 58% while internal methylene positions were deuterated to 37% after 5 days. The ¹³C{¹H} NMR revealed that the majority of deuteration performed on the interior methylene groups occurred the 2 and 6 positions. This is intriguing considering reactivity of cyclopentadienyl Ru complex reported by Nikonov was limited to the terminal methyl C–H sites. Reduced activity was also observed with phenol while catalysis was completely halted in the presence of ethyl benzoate and pyridine. The ³¹P{¹H} NMR spectra of these latter reactions showed that complexes Ir-Ph-d₅, Ir-D₃ and Ir-D₄ were no longer present in solution.

While exhaustive deuteration is desirable in some situations, mild, selective deuteration has some interest for drug discovery and evaluation. The data in Table 1 indicates that, under conditions where Ir-D₃ dominates, deuteration is emphasized at the more sterically accessible sites (see entry 9). We therefore examined HIE with the substrates in Fig. 4 under these conditions (blue data). Using these conditions, good selectivity is possible with compounds containing directing groups and less accessible Csp³–H sites. While fluorobenzene still showed almost quantitative deuteration incorporation, naphthalene, 2,6-lutidine and N,N-dimethylbenzamide showed higher levels of deuteration at accessible sites relative to less accessible ones. Catalytic HIE of aniline had a slightly greater preference for C₆D₆. The results of HIE with a number of substrates, under three sets of conditions are summarized in Fig. 4.

Using the optimized conditions of entry 11 in Table 1 developed for meta-xylene, HIE for several substrates were examined (Fig. 4, black data). Deuterium incorporation was found to be quite high for several arene based substrates with unhindered Csp²–H positions in fluorobenzene, naphthalene, aniline and 2,6-lutidine being deuterated almost quantitatively. In the case of naphthalene even the less reactive bay positions were fully deuterated in contrast to III and IV, which required longer reaction times and higher temperatures to achieve even partial deuteration of these positions in naphthalene. More interestingly, typically less active Csp³–H positions were significantly deuterated in substrates such as THF, triethylamine, 2,6-lutidine and meta-xylene under very mild conditions with no sign of catalyst decomposition. This level of deuteration for the Csp³–H sites, along with precedents from previous systems, prompted further investigation into the deuteration of aliphatic hydrocarbons. Despite no detectable H/D exchange occurring between benzene-d₆ and cyclooctane at 50 °C the increased temperature of 65 °C resulted in mild deuteration of 9% after 24 hours which increased to 36% after 5 days. For n-heptane, deuteration of the terminal methyl groups was found to be 58% while internal methylene positions were deuterated to 37% after 5 days. The ¹³C{¹H} NMR revealed that the majority of deuteration performed on the interior methylene groups occurred the 2 and 6 positions. This is intriguing considering reactivity of cyclopentadienyl Ru complex reported by Nikonov was limited to the terminal methyl C–H sites. Reduced activity was also observed with phenol while catalysis was completely halted in the presence of ethyl benzoate and pyridine. The ³¹P{¹H} NMR spectra of these latter reactions showed that complexes Ir-Ph-d₅, Ir-D₃ and Ir-D₄ were no longer present in solution.

While exhaustive deuteration is desirable in some situations, mild, selective deuteration has some interest for drug discovery and evaluation. The data in Table 1 indicates that, under conditions where Ir-D₃ dominates, deuteration is emphasized at the more sterically accessible sites (see entry 9). We therefore examined HIE with the substrates in Fig. 4 under these conditions (blue data). Using these conditions, good selectivity is possible with compounds containing directing groups and less accessible Csp³–H sites. While fluorobenzene still showed almost quantitative deuteration incorporation, naphthalene, 2,6-lutidine and N,N-dimethylbenzamide showed higher levels of deuteration at accessible sites relative to less accessible ones. Catalytic HIE of aniline had a slightly greater preference for C₆D₆.
Ethyl benzoate was deuterated to 42% and 37%, respectively. More surprisingly, deuteration at Csp3 sites was essentially shut down in all cases.

The use of C6D6 as a deuterium source is convenient but in an effort to carry out the reaction with a more economical source of D, we took advantage of the high tolerance of the iridium complexes of this PCP framework towards water and explored the use of D2O as a deuterating agent for the HIE reaction. Table S2† gives the results of a short optimization study, again using meta-xylene as a substrate, and the red data in Fig. 4 shows the results HIE using D2O with Ir-H4 under static vacuum as the catalyst precursor. To solubilize the iridium species, reactions were performed in a biphasic mixture of D2O and cyclohexane.61,62 For meta-xylene, H/D exchange occurred in trace amounts at the benzyl position, 20% at the 4 and 6 positions and quantitatively at the 5 position. Deuteration of the other substrates in Fig. 4 using D2O gave broadly similar results to those obtained under the “selective” conditions giving rise to the blue data, with a few notable differences. Fluorobenzene was again exhaustively deuterated while naphthalene and 2,6-lutidine had deuterium unevenly distributed throughout the arene systems. Aniline was deuterated almost quantitatively in all positions while deuteration in phenol was greatly enhanced to 95%, although limited to the ortho and –OH sites. Deuterium levels in pyridine were found to be slightly higher than in the previous attempts but again catalyst degradation (detected via 31P{1H} NMR). Aliphatic hydrocarbons were found to be mostly unreactive though trace H/D exchange had occurred at the terminal methyl positions of n-heptane. Unlike the results produced using Ir-Ph and 9 mol% D2 with benzene-d6, H/D exchange was found to be possible in both triethylamine and THF, albeit in low levels.

On a preparative scale, these biphasic conditions can be used with neat substrates as summarized in Fig. 5. Both benzene and fluorobenzene (8.3 mmol each) were deuterated at all positions to 90% and 94%, respectively, with D2O (305 mmol) at 80 °C using 1 mol% of Ir-H4. Following extraction of the organic layers and distillation of the liquids, Ir-H4 was recovered in excess of 90% and deuterated benzene and fluorobenzene were obtained. The experiments were repeated with the recovered Ir-H4 and deuteration with minimal loss of catalyst performance, as shown in Fig. 5.

Using a slightly modified methodology, both THF and n-heptane were partially deuterated and isolated in good yields. Ir-H4 was not soluble in THF/D2O mixtures, so a 6 M solution of NaOH in D2O was employed to render the medium biphasic.63 Heating Ir-H4 (1 mol%) dissolved in neat THF (8.3 mmol) under static vacuum to 100 °C in the presence of a D2O with NaOH (6 M) solution resulted in both the 2 and 3 positions were deuterated to 74% and 65%, respectively. Lower temperatures produced significantly lower yields as did performing the reaction under 1 atmosphere of argon. Deuterated THF was isolated via distillation and the catalyst was again recovered in 90% yield. NMR analysis of the recovered iridium material in THF revealed the mixture was composed of Ir-H4, Ir-H3 and Ir-OD (76%, 3% and 21%, respectively). All material was easily converted back to Ir-H4 by placing the solution under 4 atmospheres of H2 gas. In order to partially deuterate n-heptane slightly higher temperature (120 °C) was required. After 24 hours the material was isolated and NMR analysis revealed n-heptane had been substantially deuterated to 63% at the terminal methyl positions and 28% among all methylene positions.

Heating Ir-H4 (1 mol%) dissolved in neat THF (8.3 mmol) under static vacuum to 100 °C in the presence of a D2O with NaOH (6 M) solution resulted in both the 2 and 3 positions were deuterated to 74% and 65%, respectively. Lower temperatures produced significantly lower yields as did performing the reaction under 1 atmosphere of argon. Deuterated THF was isolated via distillation and the catalyst was again recovered in 90% yield. NMR analysis of the recovered iridium material in THF revealed the mixture was composed of Ir-H4, Ir-H3 and Ir-OD (76%, 3% and 21%, respectively). All material was easily converted back to Ir-H4 by placing the solution under 4 atmospheres of H2 gas. In order to partially deuterate n-heptane slightly higher temperature (120 °C) was required. After 24 hours the material was isolated and NMR analysis revealed n-heptane had been substantially deuterated to 63% at the terminal methyl positions and 28% among all methylene positions.

Fig. 5 Distribution of deuterium throughout neat immiscible liquids following reactions using D2O. Reactions were heated under static vacuum a 80 °C except for THF (100 °C with NaOH (6 M) dissolved in D2O) and (120 °C).

Scheme 5 Summary of ligand design features and their implications for HIE activity in Ir-H4.
Conclusions

Since our initial report in 2012 (ref. 35) on iridium complexes of the PCcarbeneP framework, buttressed by robust aryl groups linking the arms of the pincer to the central carbene, the ligand design has evolved into the rigid, planar and highly electron-donating ligand employed here to prepare and isolate Ir-H4. Three features of this advanced ligand design make it a highly effective HIE catalyst system (Scheme 5). The electron richness of the ligand allows for the stabilization of the Ir-H4 form of the catalyst such that it is isolable, storable, and able to fully regenerate if the system is exposed to excess dihydrogen. However, loss of one equivalent of H2 is facile, allowing for access to the Ir-H3/Ir-H2 manifold, which is moderately active as an HIE catalyst and able to effect selective deuteration of sterically accessible positions on some substrates. We propose that further removal of H2, formally speaking, allows access to an even more active Ir[++]Ir-H catalyst; this species, while not observed experimentally, is implied by the stoichiometry of the reactions that lead to its generation. This species is highly effective at activating a wide variety C–H and C–D bonds via oxidative addition, including bonds normally reticent towards activation. While highly reactive, this species is robust under HIE conditions by virtue of the electron richness of the ligand.

A second useful feature in this context, is the ability of these compounds to cooperatively move hydrogen atoms from metal to pincer carbene via a low barrier 1,2-shift. This increases their hydrogen capacity in each HIE active manifold while also providing a mechanism for opening coordination space for bond-activating interaction with C6D6/D2O and substrate as is necessary for HIE. This also provides a low barrier path for the H/D scrambling that must occur in order to drive HIE reactions to completion. Finally, the third positive attribute is the rigidity of the ligand framework, as imposed by the aryl groups in the backbone and more crucially the linking Me2C group. This design element imparts thermal stability by avoiding undesirable catalyst deactivation pathways available to the unlinked variants.35 Furthermore, this rigidification also makes the 1,2-shift alluded to above more facile by discouraging pyramidalization of the pincer ligand anchoring carbon atom. This has the effect of “flattening the curve” on the energy surface joining the PCsp3P (as in Ir-H3 and Ir[++]Ir) and PCcarbeneP (e.g. Ir-H3 and Ir-H) forms of the active species by making the C–H bond in the PCsp3P form weaker and rendering the overall HIE process more efficient. Thus, through advanced ligand design, we have developed a robust, recyclable catalyst for the selective or near exhaustive deuteration of a number of substrates, including on a preparative scale, under mild conditions and using C6D6 or D2O as a deuterium source.

Experimental section

General considerations

All compounds were stored, handled and manipulated, unless otherwise stated, using standard techniques in a VAC glovebox or on a double manifold high vacuum line under an atmosphere of argon purified via passage through an OxisorBW scrubber (Model 641-02 Matheson Gas Products). An M-Braun solvent purification system was used to dry n-pentane which was subsequently stored over sodium/benzophenone ketal in a 500 mL thick-walled glass pressure flask. Benzene, benzene-d6, toluene, toluene-d8, THF-d8 and cyclohexane were dried over sodium/benzophenone ketal and stored under vacuum in a 100 mL thick-walled glass pressure flask. All dried solvents were degassed and vacuum distilled prior to use. Triethylamine, aniline, pyridine and 2,6-lutidine were dried over CaH2 and distilled prior to use. Fluorobenzene and ethyl benzoate were dried over 3 Å molecular sieves and filtered off. Methylcyclohexane-d14, cyclohexane-d12, cyclooctane, and n-heptane were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and degassed via freeze-pump-thaw prior to use. Phenol, N,N-dimethylbenzamide and naphthalene were placed under 1 atmosphere of argon prior to use. H2 (99.5%) and D2 (99.98%) were purchased from Praxair and used without further purification. Iridium(III) chloride hydrate was purchased from Pressure Chemicals Inc. and used as received. [Ir(CO)2Cl]2 and IrCl3 were prepared as previously reported.44,441H and 13C[H] NMR chemical shifts were referenced to residual solvent protons and naturally abundant 13C resonances for all deuterated solvents.45 Chemical shift assignments are based on 1H, 31P{1H}, 13C{1H}, 1H COSY, 13C–H2–H COSY, 1H–H–3–H HSQC and 1H–13C HMBC NMR experiments performed on Bruker Ultrashield 400, Ascend-500, or Avance-600 MHz spectrometers using TopSpin version 3.2 software. X-ray crystallographic analyses were performed on a Nonius system equipped with a Bruker Apex-II CCD using samples coated in Paratone 8277 oil (Exxon) and mounted on a glass fibre. Elemental analyses were performed by staff of the Instrumentation Facility in the Department of Chemistry, University of Calgary.

Synthesis of Ir-OH

To a 100 mL thick walled round bottomed pressure flask charged with CsOH·H2O (0.866 g, 5.16 mmol) and a Teflon stir bar, Ir-Cl (0.388 g, 0.516 mmol) dissolved in toluene (25 mL) was added. The flask was sealed and heated to 120 °C. After stirring for 24 hours the green-brown solution had turned dark brown/red. This solution was cooled to room temperature and filtered through a pad of Celite® into a 50 mL round bottom flask. All volatiles were removed from the filtrate in vacuo and n-pentane (20 mL) was vacuum transferred into the flask at −78 °C. The flask was warmed to room temperature and the solution was stirred for 2 hours. All volatiles were removed in vacuo. A brown powder (0.301 g, 4.10 mmol) was isolated in 80% yield. Elemental analysis calcd (%): C, 52.37; H, 7.00; N, 3.82. Found (average of 4 trials): C, 53.41; H, 7.25; N, 3.59 (the carbon value is high due to small amounts of unremovable toluene). APCI-MS (M+ +) for C14H32IrN2O2P2: calcd: 734.3100. Found: 734.3070. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2D6) δ 6.70 (dvt, JHH = 2.3 Hz, JHP = 3.7 Hz, 2H, ArH), 6.34 (d, JHH = 2.3 Hz, 2H, ArH), 3.64 (t, JHP = 3.8 Hz, 1H, Ir-OH), 2.95 (m, 4H, PCH(CH3)2), 2.36 (s, 12H, N(CH3)2), 1.65 (s, 6H (18H with PCH(CH3)2) =C(CH3)2), 1.63 (dvt, JHH = 7.5 Hz, JHP = 7.3 Hz, 12H (18H with =C(CH3)2), PCH(CH3)2), 1.40 (dvt, JHH = 7.7 Hz, JHP = 7.1 Hz, 12H, PCH(CH3)2). 13C{1H}
NMR (126 MHz, C₆D₆) δ 197.0 (t, J_Cp = 2.2 Hz, Ir=C), 158.7 (vt, J_Cp = 18.8 Hz, Ar=C), 149.9 (vt, J_Cp = 3.9 Hz, Ar=C), 142.5 (vt, J_Cp = 20.0 Hz, Ar=C) 130.3 (vt, J_Cp = 7.8 Hz, Ar=C), 116.3 (s, Ar=CH), 114.4 (s, Ar=CH), 24.7 (s, -C(CH₃)₂), 40.2 (s, N(CH₃)₂), 28.2 (s, -C(CH₃)₂), 25.3 (vt, J_Cp = 12.8 Hz, PCH(CH₃)₂), 20.0 (vt, J_Cp = 2.7 Hz, PCH(CH₃)₂), 19.7 (s, PCH(CH₃)₂). 3¹P{¹H} NMR (203 MHz, C₆D₆) δ 51.9 (s).

Synthesis of Ir-H₄
Method 1: to a 100 mL thick walled glass pressure vessel equipped with a Teflon stirbar, Ir-OH (0.196 g, 0.267 mmol) dissolved in benzene (15 mL) was loaded. The mixture was degassed via the freeze–pump–thaw method and placed under 4 atm of H₂ gas. After stirring for 3 hours all volatiles were removed in vacuo resulting in a dark red-brown residue. To this n-pentane (25 mL) were added via vacuum transfer at -78 °C. The solution was warmed to room temperature and stirred for 20 minutes under 1 atm of H₂. The n-pentane was removed under high vacuum and a beige powder (0.188 g, 0.260 mmol) was isolated in 98% yield. Elemental analysis calcd (%): C, 53.24; H, 7.68; N, 3.88. Found: C, 53.48; H, 8.11; N, 3.73. Method 2: to a 100 mL thick walled glass pressure vessel charged with NaOH (0.266 g, 6.65 mmol) and a Teflon stirbar, Ir-Cl (0.500 g, 0.665 mmol) dissolved in benzene (35 mL) was loaded. The mixture was degassed via the freeze–pump–thaw method and then placed under 4 atm of H₂ gas. After stirring for 3 hours the now orange-yellow solution was degassed and filtered through a pad of Celite® in a glovebox. The filtrate was placed in a 50 mL round bottom flask and all volatiles were removed in vacuo. To the dark-red residue n-pentane (25 mL) was vacuum transferred at -78 °C. The solution was warmed to room temperature, placed under 1 atmosphere of H₂ gas and stirred for 20 minutes. All volatiles were removed in vacuo and a beige powder (0.454 g, 0.627 mmol) was isolated in 94% yield. X-ray quality crystals were obtained by slowly cooling a supersaturated solution of Ir-H₄ in isopropanol from 50 °C to 20 °C. Elemental analysis calcd (%): C, 53.24; H, 7.68; N, 3.88. Found: C, 53.43; H, 7.88; N, 3.80. ¹H NMR (500 MHz, C₂D₂) δ 6.84 (d, δ_H = 1.9 Hz, 2H, Ar=H), 1.04 (d, δ_H = 1.2 Hz, 6H, PhCH₃), 1.07 (d, δ_H = 2.5 Hz, 12H, PCH(CH₃)₂), 1.75 (s, 12H, N(CH₃)₂), 2.81 (s, 3H, PCH(CH₃)₂), 4.02 (s, N(CH₃)₂), 27.4 (s, PhCH₃).

Synthesis of Ir-Ph
To a 25 mL round bottom flask equipped with a Teflon stirbar, Ir-H₄ (0.180 g, 0.249 mmol) dissolved in benzene (10 mL) was added. The solution was stirred at room temperature in a glovebox and tert-butylethylene (0.105 g, 1.069 mmol) was added. After stirring for 10 minutes all volatiles were removed in vacuo. The dark green-brown residue was then sonicated in n-pentane (5 mL). The solid was then filtered through a fritted Büchner funnel and washed with n-pentane (3 × 2 mL). A dark green powder (0.143 g, 0.180 mmol) was isolated in 73% yield. X-ray quality crystals were obtained from a saturated solution of Ir-Ph in n-pentane that was sealed at room temperature in a 20 mL scintillation vial for 1 week. Elemental analysis calcd (%): C, 57.48; H, 6.98; N, 3.53. Found: C, 57.59; H, 6.99; N, 3.52. ¹H NMR (500 MHz, C₂D₂) δ 7.54 (t, δ_H = 7.4 Hz, 2H, Ph-H), 7.14 (d, J_H = 7.3 Hz, 2H, Ph-H), 6.97 (t, J_H = 7.3 Hz, 1H, Ph-H), 6.74 (m, 2H, Ar-H), 6.25 (d, J_H = 0.27 Hz, 2H, Ar-H), 3.16 (m, 2H, P(CH(CH₃)₂)), 2.25 (s, 12H, N(CH₃)₂), 1.63 (s, 6H, -C(CH₃)₂), 1.40 (dvt, J_H = 7.0 Hz, J_H = 7.0 Hz 12H, PCH(CH₃)₂), 1.35 (dvt, J_H = 7.9 Hz, J_H = 7.3 Hz 12H, PCH(CH₃)₂), 1.30 (d, J_H = 7.9 Hz 12H, PCH(CH₃)₂).

Generation of Ir-H₃
To a J-Young tube charged with Ir-Ph (0.010 g, 0.025 mmol) dissolved in C₆H₆ (0.25 mL), Ir-H₃ (0.013 g, 0.037 mmol) in C₆H₆ (0.35 mL) was added dropwise over 5 minutes. The solution changed from dark green to a dark reddish brown color. Ir-H₃ is generated in situ and is unusable. ¹H NMR (500 MHz, C₂D₂) δ 6.78 (m, 2H, Ar-H), 6.63 (d, δ_H = 2.5 Hz Ar-H), 2.58 (s, 12H, N(CH₃)₂), 2.25 (m, 4H, PCH(CH₃)₂), 1.63 (s, 6H, -C(CH₃)₂), 1.46 (dvt, J_H = 7.5 Hz, PCH(CH₃)₂), 1.14 (m, 9H, PCH(CH₃)₂), 1.30 (s, 6H, C(CH₃)₃), 0.88 (s, 6H, C(CH₃)₃). ¹³C{¹H} NMR (126 MHz, C₂D₂) δ 245.0 (br s, C=Ir); 152.4 (vt, J_CP = 19.8 Hz, C=Ir), 152.1 (vt, J_CP = 19.0 Hz, Ar), 150.4 (vt, J_CP = 3.3 Hz, Ar), 140.1 (vt, J_CP = 6.9 Hz, Ar), 115.4 (s, Ar=CH), 112.3 (s, Ar=CH), 41.3 (s, -C(CH₃)₂), 40.8 (s, N(CH₃)₂), 32.1 (s, -C(CH₃)₂), 27.3 (vt, J_CP = 15.6 Hz, PCH(CH₃)₂), 21.9 (s, PCH(CH₃)₂), 19.8 (s, PCH(CH₃)₂). ³¹P{¹H} NMR (203 MHz, C₂D₂) δ 66.4 (s).

Preparation of stock solutions
Solution A: complex Ir-Ph (0.060 g, 0.076 mmol, 0.015 M) was dissolved with benzene-d₆ in a volumetric flask (5 mL). Solution B: cyclohexane was added to a volumetric flask (5 mL) containing complex Ir-H₄ (0.068 g, 0.094 mmol, 0.019 M) and cyclohexane-d₁₂ (0.550 g, 5.07 mmol, 1.15 M). Solution C: cyclohexane was added to a volumetric flask (1 mL) containing Solution B (0.450 mL) and substrate (0.85 mmol).

General procedure for deuteration of substrates in C₆D₆
Stock Solution A (0.80 mL) was added to a glass reaction tube (length: 8.5 cm length, inner diameter: 1.5 cm) equipped with a Teflon stirbar. The flask was sealed with a rubber stopper and a septum and maintained in an oven at 80 °C. After the specified reaction time, the flask was cooled to room temperature and the solution was analyzed by ¹H NMR.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Science</th>
<th>Edge Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deuteration of THF with D2O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General procedure for deuteration of substrates in cyclohexane with D2O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Solution C (0.450 mL) was added to a pressure tube (10 mL) charged with cyclohexane (0.300 mL), argon sparged D2O (0.4 mL, 0.022 mmol) and a Teflon stirbar. Another sample was prepared by placing stock Solution C (0.450 mL) and cyclohexane (0.300 mL) in an NMR tube; this sample was used as a starting material reference. The flask was sealed under argon (1 atm) with a Teflon valve and heated to the appropriate temperature. After 24 hours the organic phase was carefully transferred to an NMR tube under argon without exposure to air. Conversion was measured via 1H NMR using the cyclohexane signal as the internal standard. The reference samples containing water miscible/soluble compounds (THF, triethylamine, 2, 6-lutidine, pyridine, aniline and phenol) were extracted with D2O prior to running NMR. The 1H NMR spectra for these samples were compared to the organic phases of the reaction mixtures to measure conversion. Aliquots of the D2O fractions (0.2 mL) for both the reference and reaction mixtures were also taken and added to separate NMR samples containing D2O (0.4 mL) and DMSO (10 μL). The 1H NMR spectra for these samples indicated comparable levels of deuteration were present in the D2O phase.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General procedure for deuteration of neat benzene, fluoro benzene and n-heptane with D2O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate (8.31 mmol) was loaded into a pressure tube (10 mL) charged with [Ir-H4] (0.060 g, 0.083 mmol) and a Teflon stirbar. Argon sparged D2O (6.0 mL, 330 mmol) was carefully added to the reaction flask under a steady flow of argon. The vessel was sealed with a Teflon valve and heated to 80 °C for 24 hours. The flask containing n-heptane was freeze–pump–thawed three-fold and heated to 120 °C under static vacuum for 24 hours. Organic phases were extracted under a flow of argon via syringe and liquids were distilled under reduced pressure from the iridium catalyst. Benzene was recovered in 81% yield (0.561 g, 6.72 mmol) with 90% deuterium incorporation. Fluorobenzene was recovered in 82% yield (0.725 g, 6.81 mmol) with 94% deuterium incorporation at all positions. n-Heptane was recovered in 88% yield (0.791 g, 7.40 mmol) with 63% deuterium at the terminal methyl positions and 28% deuterium incorporation throughout the methylene position.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuteration of THF with D2O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF (0.600 g, 8.32 mmol) was added to a pressure tube (10 mL) charged with [Ir-H4] (0.060 g, 0.083 mmol) and a Teflon stirbar.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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